
 

 

School Improvement Advisory Council 

Career and Technical Advisory Council 

Wednesday, September 25 2019 

7:00-8:00 PM 

Bellevue MS/HS Collaboration Room 

(notes in italics) 

 

1. Welcome and Introductions 

2. Skills of Bellevue CSD Graduates 

a. What skill sets should all graduates exhibit?  

b. Collaboration; Critical Thinking; Creativity; Communication 

i. On cover page of document...striving to assist our students in 

achieving these goals 

ii. Academic Update 

c. Learning Overview  

i. “Smart” text from the back of the agenda 

d. Expanded Learning Opportunities 

i. Makerspace 

1. Kellogg discussed the multiple projects students are working 

on in the Makerspace area, and shared some samples of 

student work. 

2. Kellogg works with classes and small groups 

ii. Bellevue BIG 

1. Ernst shared some projects from Bellevue BIG, including Kids 

that Kare, BIG Buddies, Urban Orchard, BIG Honey, BIG Tech, 

Rock at the Lock, and the Therapy Dog.  

2. Projects are all initiated and operated by students. 

iii. Art (1st Grade Impact) 

1. Art is now in the teacher’s workroom, since adding an 

additional section of 1st grade. 

2. Meyer mentioned that it is likely to have three sections for 

K, 1st and 2nd next year; Space may be an issue and a 

portable is a possibility to assist with space at the 

elementary. 

iv. Electives 



1. Meyer discussed the exploratories at the MS, electives at 

the HS, and the opportunity for electives outside of the 

core academic areas for students 

2. Meyer and Recker discussed college courses and the 

opportunity for college vocational credits at Bellevue and 

Maquoketa for students. 

e. State Measurements (Meyer discussed and shared information in a 
handiout) 

i. ACT Overview 

ii. College Credits 

iii. FAST 

3. “Beyond the Blue” Nominations (Due in January of 2020; Check website for 
nomination forms) 

4. Facilities Analysis 

a. PPEL Continuation 

i. Vote in November of 2019 

b. Elementary and MS/HS Facilities 

i. Space issues; May need to add a portable building in the future 

c. Daycare/Preschool 

5. Needs Assessment 

a. Will be made available to all stakeholders in the future this school 

year. 

6. Other 

7. Next Meeting: January 2020 
 

Those in attendance: 

Matt Wedeking, Riley Till, Steve Till, Mark Banowetz, Sarah Guenther, JoaAnn 

Latham, Chris Kilburg, Rachel Rowan, Curt Ernst, Cris Kellogg, Taylor Cummings 

(Kellogg), Nic Hockenberry, Chuck Melton, Michelle Taylor, Josh Richter, Virgil 

Murray, Rhonda Cunningham, Marcia Steines, Janet Sieverding, Jeanette 

Hartung-Schroeder, Jeff Recker, and Tom Meyer 

 

 

 

 

 

  



“Students who feel valued in the present are empowered to grow now and in the future.” 

 

Bringing Out the Gifts and Talents of Every Child (George Couros) 

 

Students should have rich, relevant, and authentic experiences at school, across the 

board. If every educator in every school pursued excellence instead of allowing excuses 

about what students can and cannot do, we would meet the needs of all students. Our goal 

has to be to create schools where excellence is the standard. 

 

…When an educator is struggling in their craft, seldom do we hear the word “low” used to 

describe them. We often say they need to be coached up and given additional support and 

training. We focus our resources, both fiscal and human, on identifying where they need 

support, and we provide it with fidelity. We monitor and give feedback, and we make 

adjustments as needed. They are expected to become better educators as a result of this 

focused, intentional support and training. 

 

But once a student has been perceived to be “low,” it becomes a point of no return. Too 

often, that label becomes the ceiling for that child. 

 

There is so much that stuck out in this book but the above resonated. 

 

What this quote made me think of is the importance of understanding that “academically 

gifted” and “smart” are not the same thing.  I was an average student in high school, yet 

I was always in trouble for “talking too much.” I now speak for a living.  Obviously, 

there is an issue when I was disrupting the learning of others, and I don’t blame a 

teacher for wanting me to be thoughtful of when I used my voice. But that skill that 

inherently was a strength for me, didn’t fit nicely into the structure of school, so it 

could be easily dismissed and ignored in pursuit of focusing solely on “doing” the 

curriculum?  I believe that all kids are gifted, just maybe not in the structure of 

school. When we focus on finding these gifts, it might not only help them academically but 

will assuredly help them in their lives. 

 

What matters about the below statement from Sanée is not that all students have the same 

experience, but their opportunity within a school is meaningful and brings out the gifts 

and talents of every single child. 

 


